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We demonstrate the feasibility of probing the charged lepton-flavor-violating decay μþ → eþX0 for the
presence of a slow-moving neutral boson X0 capable of undergoing gravitational binding to large
structures and, as such, able to participate in some cosmological scenarios. A short exposure to
surface antimuons from beam line M20 at TRIUMF generates a branching ratio limit of ≲10−5.
This is comparable to or better than previous searches for this channel, although in a thus-
far-unexplored region of X0 phase space very close to the kinematic limit of the decay, where mX0

approaches mμþ . The future improved sensitivity of the method using a customized p-type point-contact
germanium detector is described.
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The strongest present evidence for the incompleteness of
the standard model (SM) arises from the observation of
lepton-flavor violation in the neutrino sector, manifested
through the phenomenon of neutrino oscillations. This
neutral-particle precedent guarantees the eventual appear-
ance of charged lepton-flavor violation (CLFV) [1,2].
CLFV detection is within reach according to some favorable
phenomenological perspectives [2–4].
Numerous extensions of the SM generate new massive

neutral bosons X0 with lepton-flavor-violating couplings,
e.g., axion or axionlike particles [5–7], Majorons and
familons [8–12], light gauge bosons Z0 [13–15], etc.
These have been sought in kaon [16–21], pion [22–24],
and tau [25,26] decays. Muon decay is unique in that it
proceeds exclusively via the weak interaction, resulting in a
well-understood, single known mode (μ → eνeνμ, with
radiative derivatives such as μ → eνeνμγ). In this way, it
offers what is arguably the simplest framework to look for
deviations involving CLFV. Not surprisingly, multiple
searches for μþ → eþX0 have been carried out [22,27–35].
In certain models [36], the two-body decay μ → eX0 is

favored over other CLFV alternatives such as μ → eγ,
μ → 3e, or μN → eN [37]. Striking evidence for μþ →
eþX0 would be provided by an anomalous peak embedded
in the positron continuum (Michel spectrum [38]) from the
dominating μþ → eþνeνμ. Sensitivity to this signature for

mX0 ≳ 50 MeV=c2 has nevertheless been affected by the
moderate energy resolution of the inorganic scintillator
calorimeters employed. It has been recently proposed [39]
to use p-type point-contact (PPC) germanium detector [40]
technology to bypass this shortcoming while simultane-
ously entering the regime of boson emission speed that can
lead to its gravitational binding to astronomical objects, in
the guise of a dark matter. Of mention is the possibility that
one such X0, sufficiently long lived and with rest mass
close to that of the antimuon, could generate through
its decay (X0 → eþe−νν, X0 → eþe−ϕ [41]) the positron
injection energy [42–44] characteristic of the 511 keV
gamma emission from the bulge of the Milky Way [39]. Its
origin is an unresolved mystery spanning five decades
[45,46].
Reference [39] provides more information on the moti-

vation, implementation, and sensitivity of this search.
Briefly stated, the present approach involves the stopping
of low kinetic energy (Eμþ ≈ 4.1 MeV) “surface” anti-
muons [47] in an active “germanium beam dump” (Fig. 1),
leading to the detection of Eμþ and positron kinetic energy
Eeþ in rapid succession (τμ ¼ 2.197 μs). This is challeng-
ing, especially in the Eeþ ≪ Eμþ domain, where the X0 is
nonrelativistic. As discussed below, high-throughput signal
digitization followed by a sophisticated off-line analysis
has allowed for a first exploration in this type of search of
the few-keV Eeþ range. This corresponds to a X0 traveling
slower than escape velocities from stars and galaxies [39].
The modest kinetic energy characteristic of surface

muons leads to their shallow implantation in the front
surface of the germanium detector, where their decay at
rest proceeds. As shown below, in order to minimize
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backgrounds in the Eeþ range of interest, it is imperative to
reduce any in-flight degradation of Eμþ [39]. This was
accomplished by using a thin (25 μm) Kapton exit window
on the Tri-University Meson Facility (TRIUMF) M20 beam
line [49]. The assembly in Fig. 1 was placed immediately
next to it, using alignment lasers and an adjustable platform
to ensure the coaxiality of collimator and beam. The
telescope responsible for providing a data acquisition trigger
on muon crossing introduced just two layers of 16 μm Al
foil and a 25 μm film of plastic scintillator [50] into the
beam path. The high light-detection efficiency of ultra-
bialkali R7600U-200 photomultipliers (PMTs) permitted
the use of a single telescope paddle operated slightly above
single photoelectron sensitivity. A 25 μm Be window at the
entrance of the detector cryostat and 17 cm of air were the
only other materials penetrated by the collimated beam.
This led to a tolerable 20% muon energy loss (Fig. 2),
dominated by air and secondarily by the muon paddle.
To avoid multiple difficulties derived from reliance on

analog signal processing electronics in a previous exposure
of a germanium detector to an antimuon beam [29], LEGe
raw preamplifier traces were saved to disk for each event.
Beam focusing and Pb collimator aperture were optimized
to provide a trigger rate of up to 1800 Hz, devoid of pileup,
while also within the throughput capabilities of a GaGe
RazorMax 161G40 digitizer. In this initial run, the elevated
intrinsic noise of the available digitizer (∼1 keV rms versus
75 eV rms for the LEGe detector) limited Eeþ sensitivity to
energies above a few keV. This also impacted the best
energy resolution achievable (Fig. 4).
Figure 3 displays example event traces. Delayed

eþ signals following μþ stopping pulses are visible. A
saved 10 μs pretrigger segment allowed us to study envi-
ronmental and beam-induced backgrounds. These were
negligible [51], demonstrating the adequacy of shielding

design [39]. This ability to inspect anticoincident back-
grounds would, nevertheless, be useful to clarify the origin
of any anomalous peaks found in the Eeþ spectrum [39].
Techniques developed for the identification of sub-keV

germanium detector signals were applied during off-line
analysis, with emphasis on extending the positron spec-
trum to the lowest possible energies. These include
wavelet denoising, optimized digital shaping filters for
energy measurement, and an edge-finding algorithm for

FIG. 2. μþ energy measured by the LEGe detector, degraded
from the nominal beam value (4.1 MeV) due to intermediary
material traversal. Inset: distribution of intervals Δt between μþ

and eþ signals. The small variance between the best-fit value
shown and τμ ¼ 2.197 μs is traceable to a known systematic
affecting eþ and μþ pulse onset determination differently.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the apparatus. Surface μþ are stopped in a
0.25 cm3 n-type germanium detector (LEGe [48]). A trigger is
provided by an ultrathin muon telescope. The device fits on a
60 cm × 30 cm tray, weights less than 50 kg, and is, therefore,
somewhat too small to be described as “tabletop”.

FIG. 3. Two example events. The one in the bottom panel is
close to the limit of Eeþ detectability for this run. A red line in the
inset shows the denoised trace around the moment of eþ
emission. The value of an in-line capacitor, responsible for the
pulse decay visible, was adjusted to provide a compromise
between Eeþ threshold and preamplifier reset rate [39].
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signal onset determination. They have been recently
described in the context of a first measurement of coherent
elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering from reactor antineu-
trinos [52,53]. Their use allowed us to identify positron
signals as small as a few keV in close temporal proximity
to the much larger muon-stopping pulse. Specifically,
within the span 0.95 μs < Δt < 9.5 μs (Fig. 2, inset), its
boundaries defined by excessive overlap of eþ and μþ
shaped signals and by digitized trace length, respectively.
This provides a satisfactory 64% muon decay acceptance.
The LEGe energy scale and resolution were studied using
eight 133Ba gamma emissions in the interval 31–383 keV,
in a calibration performed immediately before M20 data
taking [51].
Beam exposure was limited to two days with a slow ramp

up in power reaching a maximum of just 60% of the
nominal muon current available at M20, the result of beam
magnet problems during the start of schedule 142 at
TRIUMF. Nevertheless, the high data throughput achieved
allowed us to gather a total of 1.3 × 108 triggers, of which
2.0 × 107 passed quality (spurious triggers from PMT dark
current, trace contamination by preamplifier resets) and
Δt cuts.
Figure 4 shows Eeþ spectra for several choices of

minimum Eμþ accepted. A rapid rise in background
migrates toward higher Eeþ as Eμþ threshold is increased.
The rise originates in positrons emitted in the opposite
direction to incoming muons, able to escape the germanium
crystal before they deposit their full energy [39]. Their
energy loss correlates to muon-stopping depth and, in turn,

to Eμþ . A compromise between background reduction in
the Eeþ region of interest and signal statistics available,
leading to the best possible μþ → eþX0 branching ratio
(BR) sensitivity, was found for Eμþ > 3.35 MeV. This
provides a 35% event acceptance (Fig. 2).
The inset in Fig. 4 shows the continuous-slow-down

approximation (CSDA) eþ range [54,55] and MCNPX [56]
simulated average depth of μþ implantation, both for
germanium and as a function of initial particle energy.
Naively, it might be concluded from it that only positrons
with Eeþ ≲ 300 keV can be guaranteed to lose all their
energy within the germanium crystal as Eμþ approaches
3.35 MeV. However, all positrons originated at the
∼300 μm implantation depth characteristic of Eμþ ¼
3.35 MeV show simulated trajectories fully contained in
germanium for Eeþ < 400 keV [51]. This is the result of a
positron detour factor (ratio of projected range to CSDA
range) significantly smaller than unity in this energy range.
We restrict the present analysis to fully contained eþ tracks
(Eeþ < 400 keV for Eμþ > 3.35 MeV) for which no detec-
tion efficiency correction is necessary. The ∼10% proba-
bility of interaction for eþ annihilation radiation (511 keV)
in this small detector is also neglected [39]. Visual inspec-
tion of the positron spectrum up to 5 MeV, close to the
simulated maximum energy loss in a germanium crystal of
this size, finds no obvious peaklike features.
An unbinned maximum likelihood algorithm [51,57]

reveals no significant peaklike structures in the examined
region of the positron spectrum (Fig. 5, top panel). Energy
resolution and local background vary considerably over
the 9 keV < Eeþ < 400 keV range analyzed. Specifically,
the FWHM resolution grows from 2.1 to 4.8 keVover this
interval. Both factors are included in the algorithm, which
generates the statistical significance of any peaklike
accumulation of events via Monte Carlo calculation.
The present 95% C.L. BR sensitivity of the search
(Fig. 5, bottom panel) is estimated as 2

ffiffiffiffi

N
p

=ð0.76 × TÞ,
where N is the number of positron counts at any energy
within a window corresponding to the local FWHM
resolution (containing 76% of counts under a peak) and
T ¼ 7.1 × 106 is total events passing all cuts, including
that imposed on Eμþ .
Figure 5 also displays the expected future sensitivity of

the “germanium beam dump” method in a final run using
higher energy (∼37 MeV) “cloud” muons stopped in an
∼50 cm3 PPC, presently under development. A p-type
contact configuration is necessary to avoid the grave
degradation of resolution characteristic of large n-type
point-contact diodes [39,60]. The dominating low-energy
background in this configuration, where muons are deeply
implanted into the core of the device, is expected to arise
from infrequent positron annihilation in flight [39]. The
expectation shown is calculated under this premise,
assuming a five-day beam exposure and a conservative

FIG. 4. Positron energy spectra for labeled choices of antimuon
energy acceptance. A rising background is due to partial energy
depositions from eþ germanium escape [39]. The energy reso-
lution achieved is illustrated by an overlapped peak with intensity
corresponding to ×40 the present sensitivity of the search. See the
text for a discussion on the inset.
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trigger rate of 1000 Hz. The effects of a reduced digitizer
noise and a decreased preamplifier gain (necessary to
accommodate broader eþ and μþ energy ranges) are
expected to offset each other, leading to a similar few-
keV Eeþ threshold. A search for a signal at Eeþ ¼ 2 ×
511 keV (full eþ annihilation energy) can extend X0

sensitivity up to the kinematic limit (βX0 → 0) in this
larger detector. For positron energies above ∼20 MeV,
radiative losses and maximum PPC size are expected to
severely diminish the sensitivity of this method [39].
Coaxial geometries leading to larger (up to ∼ × 10)
point-contact crystals [52] are not considered due to their
impact on the containment of positron tracks.
The emergence of detector technologies with sensitivity

to lower energies and improved resolution invites a shift of
emphasis in particle-decay searches for massive neutral
bosons: The kinematic limit of these reactions remains an
unexplored realm where cosmologically relevant particles
may lie in wait.
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